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Developing a Clean Energy Program to Provide Low-Income and Environmental Justice 
Communities Access to Energy from Existing Solar PV Installations
Introduction
Utility bills weigh on the finances of 
low-income households and make 
clean energy sources even less 
accessible to those households, 
prompting an effort to develop a 
program that would benefit not only 
low-income households, but all 
participating parties. With these 
objectives in mind, we set out to 
develop a basic framework for such a 
program by utilizing information and 
data collected from the U.S. 
Department of Energy, Solar Energy 
Industries Association, Google Project 
Sunroof, Ameren Illinois, the Internal 
Revenue Service, Data USA, and the 
Amherst Survival Center. Conclusions
The value of the tax deductions to 
the donor would be less than the 
retail value of the net metering 
credits if they were applied to the 
donor’s bill rather than donated. 
Allowing donors to claim tax credits, 
rather than deductions, eliminates 
this discrepancy and effectively 
subsidizes clean energy for low 
income households.
This program would also benefit solar 
developers, who currently undersize 
systems in an effort to avoid excess 
generation and the associated 
economic loss, as any excess could be 
donated and claimed at retail value 
therefore allowing the developers 
and installers to push for larger 
installation sizes.
These incentives to develop more 
and larger solar PV installations 
benefit utilities as well, whose 
Renewable Portfolio Standards could 
be more easily met by the increased 
availability of Renewable Energy 
Credits.
Methodology Recommendations
In order to maximize participation, 
we recommend changes to public 
policy. 
Under current tax policy, the retail 
value of the donated  energy can be 
claimed as a charitable contribution 
deduction out of the donor’s 
reported income.
We recommend changes in these 
policies that allow donors of energy 
to claim the retail rate value of their 
energy as tax credits, rather than 
deductions.
Abstract
To help reduce the cost of utility bills for low-income residents, this project proposes a program 
which uses a portion of the energy produced by local residential and commercial solar PV systems 
to lower the energy bills of low-income residents. Solar PV system owners can opt to donate their 
excess or a predetermined portion of energy for use by the program, which in turn applies this 
energy towards qualifying low income residents’ bills within the same utility. Such a program would 
benefit the recipients of the utility bill credits, the donors, solar developers, and utilities.
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Set goals for 
project creation 
and outcomes
Determine 
precedents for 
energy donation
Interview Amherst 
Survival Center 
financial officer
Discern Ameren 
Illinois’ Net 
Metering policies
Determine tax 
incentives as set  
by the IRS
Collect 
Bloomington-
Normal housing 
data
Collect 
Bloomington-
Normal solar PV 
installation data
Combine solar PV 
data with housing 
data
Analyze data for 
existing capacity 
and generation
Analyze data to 
determine 
potential future 
capacity
Analyze value of 
energy donated at 
different rates and 
capacities
Analyze values 
distributed to 
various numbers 
of recipients 
Develop public 
policy proposal to 
incentivize 
participation
ResultsSample CalculationParametersCalculations were based on 
predetermined local 
capacities:
Current capacity
10x current capacity
1% potential max. capacity
5% potential max. capacity
10% potential max. capacity
As well as numbers of 
recipients of energy:
100 recipients
500 recipients
1,000 recipients
3,000 recipients
10,000 recipients
17,716 recipients
$98 
$196 
$157 
$262 
$157 
$89 
$138 
$275 
$221 
$368 
$221 
$125 
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Recipients (Households)
Optimal Annual Savings
Commercial Rates Residential Rates
500 
recipients at 
10x current 
capacity 
100 
recipients at 
current 
capacity 
1,000  
recipients at 1% 
max. capacity
3,000 
recipients at 
5% max. 
capacity
10,000 
recipients at 
10% max. 
capacity
17,716 
recipients at 
10% max. 
capacity 
Estimated local max. 
capacity and annual 
production via 
Google Project 
Sunroof:
752 MW DC
879.5 GWh AC
Estimated local 
annual production at 
1% of potential max. 
capacity:
8.795 GWh AC
Multiply by IL avg. 
retail rates ($/kWh) 
via Department of 
Energy:
Commercial: $0.0895
Residential: $0.1255
Full retail value of 
energy generated:
Com.: $787,152.50
Res.: $1,103,772.50
20% of retail value of 
energy generated as 
donation benchmark:
Com.: $157,430.50
Res.: $220,754.50
Divide values by 
1,000 potential 
recipients:
Com.: $157.43
Res.: $220.75
Annual savings for 1,000 recipients based 
on annual production at 1% of 
Bloomington-Normal’s potential max. 
capacity:
$157.43 to $220.75
The above graph depicts the optimum annual savings 
range for low-income households at each analyzed number 
of recipient households; labels also display the respective 
capacities from which the presented figures were drawn. 
The target for annual household savings was set at $200. 
